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Let G be a random directed bipartite graph with n nodes in each class and outward degree d 
at each node. The probability G contains a niatching is shown to approach one for large n if 
d 3 2, but to approach zero if d = 1. This result contrasts with a result of Erdas and Rknyi 
which implies the probability of a matching goes to zero if the number of arcs (chosen at 
random without regard to regularity) grows more slowly tha;l n log n. 
Statement ol[ results 
Consider forming a bipartite graph G by inserting edges “randomly” between 
two given disjoint sets S and 7’ of n nodes each. Under what conditions on the 
number N of edges or the way in which ihey are selected can we expect (with 
probability near 1 for large n) that G contains a matching, i.e., a set of n disjoint 
edges of G spanning the 2n nodes of G? In [l] Erdiis and Mnyi defined in effect 
a family G”(n, N) of undirected bipartite graphs with n nodes in each class and 
exactly N edges. They showed that the probability PO(n, N(n;) of a matching in a 
graph chosen uniformly from G”( n, N(n)) converges to exp (-2e-‘} if N(n) = n 
In n + cn + o( n). This remarkably explicit result is due to the fact that isolation of 
at least one node of S or T is the dominant cause of failure of a matching for 
large N. Theorem 1 below shows that a dramatic change occurs if the random 
graph is chosen in a way which precludes isolated nodes. 
T!heorem 1. Let P(n, d) be the probability of a matching in a graph selected 
uniformly from the class G(n, d) of directed bipartite graphs with n nodes in each 
c/lass and outward degree d at each node. Then 
P(n, l)s3n112(f)“, l-P(n, 2)4, 
1 d (d+lMd-2) 
I-P(n,d)Sz ; . 
( 1 
In particular P( n, 1) + 0 but P( n, 2) 3 1 as n + 00. 
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The inequalities above are used in [6] to give a constant upper bound on the 
expected value of a random optimum assignment problem. For tkt purpose good 
absolute bounds are needed, rather than asymptotic formulas. However, these 
bounds are reasonably good. For example, it seems pr&able that [l- 
P(cI~ 2):j l n + C >O. The specification of G( n, d) in Theorem i has been chosen 
explicitly so that the following constructive definition is equivalent. 
Constmctfve definition of G. initially G consists only of isolated nodes in S and ’ 
T, For each node p of S and T in turn, exactly d arcs are added from p to nodes 
in the opposite class selected,jby sampling uniformly without replacement. 
Notice that ito simple analogue holds for the class G*(n, d) of undirected 
bipartite graphs which have n nodes in each class and are regular of degree d. 
Despite this, OWei [4] is able to show that the number of matchings in almost all 
members of G*: n, d(n)) is asymptotic to the average number if d(n) grows 
sufficiently slowly. The analogue of Theorem 1 for G*(n, d) is trivial, since every 
member of G*( TC, d), d a 1, admits at least one matching. 
2. Pro& of the bmnd for d = 1 
The probability P(n, d) of at least one matching in G is bounded above by the 
expected number of matchings. There are n ! ways of pairing nodes of S with 
nodes of ‘I’, for each there are 2” ways of assigning directions to connecting arcs, 
:snd each possible matching has probability (d/n)” of appearing in G. Thus, 
P( n, d 1 =s 2”~ ! hi/n)“. Stirling’s formula (3) and simple estimates yield P( n, d) s 
3n “‘(2&e)“. This gives the first inequality of Theorem 1, but it is worthless for 
&=2. 
3. Proaf ef the bound for da3 
Definitiou 1. A pair (A, B) will be called a k-pair if A is a subset of 5 of size k 
and B is d subset .Jf T of size n - k + 1. It will be called a blocking pair in the graph 
G E W tz, d) if no arc of G connects a *lode of A to a node of B or vice versa. 
By an obvious application of K&rig’s theorem to bipartite graphs (for a general 
discussion see [2) or [3]) any member tisf the class G(n, d) contains a matching if 
and onI> if it does not admit any blocking k-pairs, 1s k < n. It follows that 
1 -P(n, d)s f P,(k) 
k=l 
11) 
Whcra ,,( k I is the expected number of blocking k-pairs for G. (For economy, the 
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dependence of P,(k) on d will be suppressed.) From the constructive definiuoh of 
G it can be seen that 
(2) 
The first two factors in (2) count k-pairs and the last two give the probability any 
fixed k-pair is blocking in G. Note that P,(k) is nonzero if and only if (d + 1) s 
k 6 (n - d), and is symmetric in k about the mid-range $(n + 1). Equation (1) and 
the following lemma immediately yield 
1 1 d (d+l)(d-2) 
1-P(n,d)C&(d+l)C- (-1 
122 n/ 
which is the desired inequality of Theorem 1 for d 3 3. 
Lemma 1. For d 32 
and b,(( k) is nonincreasing over the half-range (d + 1) s k < i( n + 1). 
Proo%. Consider the case d = 2 first. Equation (2) may be rewritten 
- :+1- (k21)L(n2k)“*+‘(~~‘“t”. 
Applying Stirling’s inequalities in the form 
12n nn+1J2e-n(2n)1/2 < n! s nn+1i2e-n(2n)1’2 12n ( > - 
to (L)2 and noting that p,,(k) is zero unless n 2 5, we find 
(3 
Four applications of (1 + x/m)” s ex yield the desired inequality P,,(k) G ( 122n)-‘ . 
For d 3 3, b,(k) is an easy upper bound on the additional factors in equation (2). 
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Applying the inequality In z Z= 1 -z-’ for z 2 1, we find 
& -&in b,(k)= -,n(~)+[l-(~)](k-l)-’ 
~0 for n-kak-1. 
Thus 6J k ) is nonincreasing. 
4. PIsOt of the bound fts d = 2 
An analysis based solely on thT+ equations (1) and (2) gives a very poor upper 
bound on 1 - P( n, 2). The existence of one blocking pair so heavily conditions the 
probability of otb ;rs that the expected number is large, even though the probabil- 
ity of at least ~,te is small. This efferzt is reduced significantly by counting a 
narrower class ,Jf blocking pairs. 
D&in&n 2. A blocking k -pair (A, B) will be called critical if at least one of the 
following holds: 
:(fl + 1) and no (k - Q-pair (A -a (Si}, B U{t,}) is blocking for any Si E A 
(b) k~~(n+1)andno(k+1)pair(AU{si~,~-{Zj})isblockingforanysi~S- 
A and L, E B. 
Obviously the existence of a blocking k-pair implies the existence of at least 
one critical Hocking f-pair for some I, and, by Lemma 1, 
In + I J/2 (n+!VZ 
1 --WI, 21~2 x &(k)y,,(k)s2 l C122n)-’ 1 r,(k), 
k 53 k=3 
(4) 
where y,,(k) is the conditional probability that any fixed k-pair is critical, given 
that it is blocking. 
We wish to bound y,,(k). Accordingly, assume d = 2,3 < k ~$(n + I), n 2 5, and 
f A, B) = ({s,. . . . , Sk), {f&, . . . , t,), is blocking in G. (It may be helpful to make a 
sketch of G showing S, T, A, and B for k = 4, n = 9 with no arcs from A to B or 
vice versa.) For 1 - I K * c k, let Ti be the set ~,f nodes in T - B on which the two arcs 
from the node s, of A terlminate, and let ‘Y’ consist of those nodes tj in T- B such 
that b&h arcs leaving f, terminate in A. 
Prqo&ion 1. If the blocking puir (A, B) OS critical. then T* = ( U f= 1 Tr) U T” is all 
of T- l3. Hence y,Jk)dPr(T* = T-B). 
Proof. If ti E T- (B U T”), then there is no arc from A to tj and at most one arc 
frljrn I, w A. Let s, be the terminal no& of this arc if there is one, otherwise 
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select si arbitrarily from P . Then (A -{si}, B U {ti}) is again a blocking pair, and 
hence (A, B) was not critical. 
A plausible estimate for Pr{T* = T m B} is 
Pr{ T* = T-B)sPr{t, E T*}“-‘s(l-PI;&)“- ‘, 
where 
k-3 
PI = Pr{tl 6 T;} = k, - 
Ip,=Pr{t,$T”l=l- 
It will be shown via Lemma 2 below that this estimate is valid. Combining 
Proposition 1 with the above and the assumption k <p(n + l), we find 
r,(k)zzc,(k) = [ 1 -(gJ(s)*]k-‘. 
The sum 
z 
,z c,(k)= 11.269. l . 
-3 
may be (. c aluated numerically by estimating the tail using c,(k) = [ 1 - 3/(4e2)lk --‘. 
This car {bined with (4), proves the inequality 1 - P(n, 2) s(G)-’ of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 3. Suppose T,, . . . , T, are independent random subsets of the fixed set 
H ={e,, . . . , e,,) and each Ti takes on as value each of the (‘:) subsets of H of size r 
with probability fi ,r) for O- r = G h. Suppose further that each sequence 
(ln f,W, h-t fi(l),. . . , ln h(h)) (3 
is concave (initial and final subsequences of --oo permitted). Then 
Pr U Ti=H}GPr(e,E v Ti)“. 
i 
This Lemma is a rephrasing of Theorem 1 of [5]. Concavity of (5) for each set 
T[ defined above is trivial, since all the corresponding fi( I) are zero except A(2). 
Similarly (5) is concave for T”, since in fact 
In Pr(T”={t,, . . . , t,}}=ln[(l-P2)‘Pi+‘] 
is linear in 1. 
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